NASIS – Basic Query and Report Writing (000184)

Description: This training will provide soil scientists with skills needed to select data from the NASIS database and create simple to moderately complex reports in tabular, narrative, or export formats which are suitable for everyday use.

Prerequisites: Basic NASIS training plus a working understanding of data objects, target tables, selected sets, security, and editing in NASIS.

Audience: Any National Cooperative Soil Survey partner
Contact: Paul.Finnell@lin.usda.gov
CPEs: 2.4
Source: Agency
Contact Hours: 24
Delivery Method: Classroom

Goals: Upon completion of this training, participants will be able to:

1. List the NASIS CVIR commands used in report scripts.
2. Explain the syntax used in the NASIS CVIR language.
3. Describe how report scripts are organized.
4. Describe how report scripts collect data from the selected set, permanent tables, or both.
5. Describe the concept of a database view as used in NASIS reports.
6. Explain basic row and column aggregation.
7. Define and use variables within report scripts.
8. Use reports to call properties and generate interpretive results.
9. Define and use page, line, and column layouts.
10. Perform NASIS Query Editor software interface navigation and operation procedures.
11. Explain NASIS database structure and content.
12. List the query writing tools.
13. Describe the relationship between comparison operators and data types.
14. Explain the common query rules.
15. Define selected sets.
16. Exhibit full understanding of target tables.
17. Use the DATE function in queries.
18. Use subqueries.
19. Demonstrate when and how to use an outer join when writing a query.
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